The Accommodation
Black Bluff View Retreat is in the middle of 40
hectares of mostly bushland outside the township
of North Motton, 12 minutes inland of the coastal
town of Ulverstone. This property is 90 minutes
from the iconic Cradle Mountain and 80 minutes
to the rainforests of the Tarkine. It overlooks the
Leven River valley, the Dial Range to the west and
the Black Bluff Range to the south. Native wildlife
abounds with resident echidnas, wallabies and
possums and a myriad of spectacular bird species
from wedge-tailed eagles to superb fairy wrens.
The property is carbon neutral with both reticulated
and solar power. It has good mobile reception and
free wifi.
Black Bluff View Retreat has a central dining area,
two large and sunny living areas, a well-equipped
kitchen and office and three large double bedrooms
and a single bedroom. There are bathrooms upstairs
and downstairs. The house is very private, warm and
snug, heated by both a large wood heater and an
open fire for those chilly nights (wood supplied).

Rare Earth Tasmania is a locally owned and
operated nature-based business. It offers
accommodation packages and fully guided
wilderness experiences tailored to fit individual
needs. Rare Earth Tasmania will give participants
the opportunity to experience and learn from a
truly unique and outstanding part of the world.
You will be able to immerse yourself in these
special, rarely visited places in comfortable,
relaxed and expert company.
Rare Earth Tasmania is based in the northwest
region of the island state of Tasmania which
includes Cradle Mountain, the Tarkine (takayna)
cool temperate rainforests and wild Southern
Ocean coastline, isolated canyons, rivers and
waterfalls as well as prime farming land and
wineries. It specialises in small group experiences
and in linking areas visited with real life learning.
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Six day/five night
fully guided package

Accommodation
+ One Day Tour

Rare Earth Tasmania is happy to customise a
trip for groups of up to six. The company has
access to other properties and experiences
including a secluded beachside hideaway on
the Tarkine coastline.

A fully guided six-day trip visiting Cradle

Call us on 0409 658 973 or email us on
info@rareearthtasmania.com.au to discuss
more individualised options for availability
and pricing.

Cradle Mountain and one in accommodation

Choose from one of the following
optional day tours:

adjacent to the Tarkine rainforests. Maximum

Ǝ

Tarkine rainforest and waterfall experience

group size is six people for this experience.

Ǝ

Cradle Mountain visit and walks

Ǝ

Rocky Cape National Park to view some of
the oldest rocks on the planet and a walk to
Anniversary Bay

Ǝ

Fossil Bluff (could combine with Tarkine or
Rocky Cape tour)

Ǝ

Narawntapu National Park and walk to
Archers Knob and/or Copper Cove

Ǝ

A day trip of your choice

Mountain, Leven Canyon, the Tarkine
rainforests, Fossil Bluff and Rocky Cape
National Park. Three nights accommodation is
at Black Bluff View Retreat with one night at

For more information and pricing visit
www.rareearthtasmania.com.au

Experience the Tarkine (takayna)
Rare Earth Tasmania will give you the
opportunity to immerse yourself in one of the
planet’s great natural wonders – the temperate
forests, waterfalls and coastlines of the world
acclaimed Tarkine (takayna).

fresh-water crayfish, several endemic species
of burrowing crayfish, Tasmanian devils, quolls,
wedgetail eagles and ferns, mosses and fungi.
It is rich in indigenous history and contains
world class fossil deposits and cave systems.

The Tarkine contains Australia’s largest
temperate rainforest, much of which is still
undisturbed but which is at threat from
logging, mining and climate change. The area
has close links to the ancient super-continent
of Gondwana and contains many amazing
plant and animal species, including the giant

We at Rare Earth Tasmania want people to
experience the sheer beauty and serenity
of nature’s best. Our focus is to see guests
inspired, energised and refreshed, and to
form an intimate connection with this very
special place.

Accommodation for up to six at Black Bluff
View Retreat with an optional one-day tour.
Minimum stay is two nights, with discounts for
week-long stays.

For more information please visit
www.rareearthtasmania.com.au/one-day-tours

Rare Earth Tasmania is committed to the
protection of takayna. The company wants
to give others the opportunity to learn from
its uniqueness and wildness in the hope that
those who experience its natural beauty and
serenity will become advocates for its
long-term protection.

